INTRODUCTION
============

The organization of macromolecular assemblies such as focal adhesions, neurological synapses, and immunological synapses is essential for regulating cellular mobility and signaling. Recent advances in light microscopy permit the development of cytoarchitectural blueprints of these assemblies with single-molecule resolution in fixed cells ([@B31]; [@B6]; [@B18]; [@B28]). However, difficulties in analyzing the fast movement of many individual molecules within a high-density field have yielded only the rapid movement of sparse subsets of molecules ([@B24]; [@B27]) or the slow evolution of dense macromolecular complexes ([@B30]). Because dynamic molecular organization is likely to imbue cellular-level function ([@B29]), we sought to develop a paradigm that could capture a high density of fast-moving molecules with the aim of identifying characteristic transient changes in molecular behavior that could be linked to cellular behaviors.

Identifying characteristic molecular behaviors that can be linked to cellular behaviors is challenging; it requires imaging many molecules over large enough areas of the cell fast enough to capture molecular behavior and long enough to capture inherently slower cell behaviors. We decided to use photoactivatible fluorophores (PAFPs) to provide a high molecular density ([@B31]; [@B32]). We modulated the limited photon output of the PAFPs by optimizing excitation parameters to extend fluorophore lifetime and implementing a method for calculating the diffusion coefficient for all but the shortest molecular trajectories, analyzing 70% of the localized molecules, an ∼20-fold improvement over single-particle tracking PALM (sptPALM) ([@B24]). We then calculated the density and mobility of individual molecules in regions that are the size of the smallest spot that is resolvable with conventional light microscopy---information that was previously either temporally collapsed into low-frequency, single live-cell PALM images ([@B30]) or undetectable in low-density sptPALM images ([@B24]). Finally, we linked the characteristic dynamic behaviors of the individual molecules located within these diffraction-limited spots to changes in cellular activity derived from intercalated conventional microscopy images.

Using this approach, we uncovered characteristic local changes in integrin density and mobility just before protrusion. Integrin molecules outside of adhesions exhibit transient behaviors that are detectable with superresolution microscopy, despite having been previously reported as randomly diffusing when visualized with conventional microscopy ([@B9]; [@B34]; [@B27]). We also found that the integrin density and mobility changes in preparation for protrusion are separable and depend on different domains of the cytoplasmic tail. These data suggest a basis for future studies to dissect the interactions that modulate single-molecule behavior and initiate local changes in cellular function.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

To characterize dense, dynamic molecular behaviors and link them to cell behavior, we intercalated fast, live-cell, single-molecule imaging at 40 Hz with conventional cellular imaging at 0.1 Hz. Both imaging schemes used total internal reflection fluorescence micro­scopy to focus on the ventral surface of the cell. The slower, conventional cellular imaging monitored either untagged green fluorescent protein (EFGP) to identify the cell edge or Emerald-paxillin to identify focal adhesions. The faster, single-molecule imaging monitored integrin heterodimers that were expressed in CHO cells (CHO-K1) as α~v~ tagged with the monomeric photoactivatible fluorescent protein mEos2 and untagged β~3~. We used genetic expression in CHO-K1 cells because they do not express endogenous α~v~ or β~3~ ([@B36]). Transfection of human integrins into the hamster background permitted the use of human specific antibodies to verify receptor expression (*Materials and Methods*), and expression levels were quantified in individual cells by counting the number of integrin molecules on the cell surface. Stochastically photoconverted molecules were initially localized and tracked ([Figure 1, a and b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B17]; [@B30]), with the single-molecule data combined in 10-s intervals to create either live-cell PALM or single-molecule trajectory time-lapse movies. Still frames from the movies are shown in [Figure 1, c--f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Although these data confirm our earlier finding that integrin is locally positioned along the leading edge by actin polymerization ([@B11]), they also suggest the existence of additional heterogeneities in integrin localization and movement outside of adhesions.

![Single-molecule analysis detects heterogeneities in integrin distributions and trajectories in protruding cells. (a, b) mEos2-α~v~β~3~ single-molecule image (a) with localization (red circles) and trajectories (b). (c, f) Time-lapse images created by accumulating 10 s of single- molecule images of localized molecules (c, e) whose trajectories (d, f) lasted at least five frames. Intensity and diameter of molecules in c and e indicate localization precision. Bar, 5 μm.](1561fig1){#F1}

Quantification of dynamic molecular behavior in dense fields
------------------------------------------------------------

To quantify the localization of the heterogeneities, we calculated the number of neighbors surrounding each molecule. We detected spatially discrete variations in concentration outside of adhesions, larger regions of higher density indicative of adhesions within the cell body, and a spatial gradient between the leading edge and the cell body ([Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We initially quantified movement heterogeneities by calculating the diffusion coefficient of the molecules using moment-scaling spectrum analysis (MSS; [@B10]; [@B16]), but the requirement of trajectories lasting at least 20 frames in length meant that we were not able to calculate the mobility of enough molecules to capture the spatial information content seen in our molecular density maps ([Figure 2, a and b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore we implemented a diffusion analysis based on frame-to-frame (F2F) mean square displacements with the diffusion coefficient, *D*, calculated as ([@B35])

![Molecular mobility calculated from short F2F trajectory analysis has spatial heterogeneities similar to molecular density. (a) Number of neighbors per α~v~β~3~-integrin molecule detected during a 6-min experiment. (b) Diffusion coefficients calculated via MSS analysis requiring trajectories lasting ≥0.5 s (20 frames). (c) Map of diffusion coefficients calculated via F2F analysis requiring trajectories lasting ≥0.125 s (5 frames). (d) Four exponentials, indicative of four diffusion modes, are required to fit the distribution of square frame-to-frame displacements (\>900,000 displacements in 3 min). (e) Adhesion complexes identified by image segmentation of paxillin. (f) Paxillin intensity correlates with diffusion modes. Notches on boxplots indicate 95% confidence interval around the median, and daggers indicate outlier points. (g) Fraction of each diffusion mode inside vs. outside of adhesions in e. Mean ± SD, *p* \< 0.005 by χ^2^. (h) Integrin diffusion modes of molecules in a. Seventeen cells in f and g. Bars, 5 μm.](1561fig2){#F2}

where \<*r*^2^\> is the F2F mean square displacement and *σ* is the positional uncertainty (calculated from the molecular localization). With this analysis, we were able to calculate the diffusion coefficients from trajectories as short as five frames, making it possible for us analyze enough molecules to create mobility maps that exhibit spatial heterogeneities similar to those identified in integrin density maps ([Figure 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

To validate our F2F diffusion analysis, we compared diffusion coefficients obtained with MSS and F2F where both were applicable (trajectories \>20 frames) and found good agreement (Supplemental Figure S1). To confirm that the observed heterogeneity in diffusion coefficients was not a consequence of analyzing short trajectories, we also examined the distribution of frame-to-frame displacements. A single-diffusion mode leads to a monoexponential distribution of F2F square displacements ([@B35]); however, our data required four exponentials, representing four modes of diffusion, to fully fit the distribution ([Figure 2d](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S2). The three slower modes have diffusion coefficients similar to those previously reported ([@B27]), whereas the fourth mode has a mean diffusion coefficient of 1 μm^2^/s, which is the speed of free diffusion in a membrane. To further confirm the validity of the short-trajectory analysis technique, we analyzed integrin diffusion modes inside and outside of adhesions. As expected, integrins exhibited slower diffusion modes within adhesions and faster diffusion modes outside of adhesions that were \>1.1 μm^2^ as identified by paxillin localization ([@B27]; [Figure 2, e--h](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A heterogeneous mixture of integrin diffusion modes was also identified along the leading edge in rapidly remodeling regions of elevated paxillin concentration, which are indicative of close contacts ([@B15]; [@B20]). Taken together, these data indicate that our experimental and analytical approach is capable of capturing previously undetected transient receptor diffusion mode heterogeneity outside of established adhesions.

Linking transient modulations in molecular behavior to changes in cellular function
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then added a framework to investigate whether the heterogeneities, which were more pronounced near the leading edge ([Figure 1, c--f](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), were linked to cell protrusion activity. We performed the same intercalated imaging described earlier ([Figure 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), using images of untagged GFP to create a mask that identified the cell edge ([Figure 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The cell mask was divided into sampling windows that were propagated from one frame to the next ([@B33]; [@B3]), and localized molecules were assigned to the sampling windows based on their mean position and existence time ([Figure 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Of importance, because the sampling windows were the size of a diffraction-limited spot (220 nm × 220 nm), we were able to quantify the dynamic behavior of multiple individual integrin receptors within an area that would yield only a single intensity readout from the ensemble of molecules if conventional fluorescence microscopy were used. Finally, we synchronized our integrin density and mobility analysis to the onset of protrusion by placing the origin of our newly defined coordinate system at the time and location of protrusion onset and grouping windows according to their distance and time relative to the origin ([@B23]; [@B21]). These alignment and synchronization procedures allowed us to compare spatial and temporal molecular information as a function of morphological variation within an individual cell and across multiple cells ([Figures 3c](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although we developed this framework to examine integrin behavior in relation to the onset of protrusion, it is readily generalizable to different alignment and synchronization schemes to analyze other molecular variations associated with changes in cell behaviors.

![Multiscale live-cell imaging and analysis framework to connect molecular density and mobility to local cell protrusion. (a) Multiscale microscopy intercalates high-speed, single-molecule, superresolution imaging with slower, diffraction-level imaging of the cell. (b) Data are extracted to construct single-molecule trajectories and track the cell edge or segment adhesions. (c) Molecular properties are connected to cell protrusive activity.](1561fig3){#F3}

![Spatial and temporal changes in receptor density and mobility precede local cellular protrusion. (a) Molecular information in diffraction-limited molecular sampling windows (thin lines) plotted in a fixed coordinate system with the origin set as the time and location of protrusion onset. Yellow line and colored bands indicate edge and distance from the cell edge, respectively. LP, lamellipodium. (b) α~v~β~3~ molecular density grouped according to part a exhibits a significant spatial gradient between −50 and +70 s (with 90% confidence for black \> blue \> green \> magenta). Darker line indicates mean, and outer edges indicate ±1 SD. Asterisk indicates temporal change with 90% confidence ([@B8]). (c) Integrin mobility at the protrusion onset location (black) has a significant increase and then decrease before protrusion onset, followed by a significant increase afterward. Sixteen cells.](1561fig4){#F4}

Changes in integrin density initiate before local cellular protrusion
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We discovered that the integrin density, as well as the prominent front-to-back spatial gradient, increased in preparation of cell protrusion. The increase was attenuated with distance from the cell edge, and the density returned toward baseline values after protrusion onset ([Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although diffraction-limited studies do suggest a higher integrin density at the leading edge (Supplemental Movie S1; [@B19]; [@B11]), they do not have sufficient spatial sensitivity to detect the variations in density across the narrow (1 to 2 μm wide) lamellipodium that are quantified here using single-molecule data. Control single-molecule experiments using the membrane marker farnesyl did not exhibit a density peak surrounding protrusion or a density spatial gradient, indicating that the integrin density increase before protrusion onset is not a reflection of nonspecific changes in membrane behavior associated with the onset of protrusion (Supplemental Figure S3). In addition, neither the randomization of integrin single-molecule behavior nor simulated integrin behavior that was not coupled to edge activity exhibited a spatiotemporal density modulation (Supplemental Figure S3). Thus changes in integrin density reflect a specific adhesion receptor redistribution that initiates before local areas of the cell protrude.

Changes in integrin mobility initiate before protrusion at the protrusion onset location
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our single-molecule analysis also detected nonuniformity in integrin mobility across the surface of the cell ([Figure 2h](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Using the mean diffusion coefficient of all molecules within a sampling window, we determined that mobility was slowest at the leading edge, where density was highest ([Figure 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We also found that mobility near the front of the cell, at the protrusion onset location, increased before decreasing starting 30 s prior to protrusion. Mobility then increased during protrusion, approaching the lamellar values as the cell edge advanced forward ([Figure 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). No such molecular mobility change in association with protrusion was observed in experiments performed with the membrane marker farnesyl (Supplemental Figure S3). As with density, experimental data randomization and simulations without coupling between single-molecule behavior and cell edge activity abolished the integrin spatiotemporal mobility trends (Supplemental Figure S3). The combined increase in integrin density and decrease in mobility before protrusion onset support the hypothesis that adhesions initiate before protrusion in order to provide a physical anchor point for the advancing edge ([@B21]). Of importance, the change in integrin density and mobility in local regions before the onset of protrusion indicate that we have identified a characteristic transient change in the organization and speed of individual molecules that precede a local cellular behavior.

Changes in integrin density and mobility before protrusion onset depend on different domains of the cytoplasmic tail
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To gain insight into the mechanisms underlying the changes in density and mobility, we analyzed several integrin mutants. We first tested two truncation mutants, β~3~-Δ724 and β~3~-Δ717 ([@B26]; [@B13]; [@B14]). The latter mutant is locked in a high-affinity state, which facilitates binding to the extracellular matrix independently of cytoplasmic activators ([@B13]). Although both mutants did have a slight density increase before protrusion onset, similar to the membrane marker farnesyl (Supplemental Figure S3), neither mutant demonstrated the prominent spatial density gradient or the temporal density peak surrounding protrusion onset seen with (wild type \[WT\]) β3 ([Figure 5, a and c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These mutants also did not exhibit the mobility modulation surrounding protrusion onset observed with (WT) β3 ([Figure 5, b and d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The absence of a density gradient and the lack of density and mobility changes before protrusion onset indicate that these characteristic behaviors cannot be rescued by simply increasing integrin affinity for matrix; they require the integrin cytoplasmic tail.

![Density and mobility changes surrounding protrusion onset depend on separate binding domains on the integrin cytoplasmic tail. (a, b) High-affinity α~v~β~3~-717Δ truncation mutants do not have a density gradient or a mobility modulation surrounding protrusion onset. (c, d) Lower-affinity α~v~β~3~-724Δ also does not have a density gradient or a mobility modulation surrounding protrusion onset. (e, f) α~v~β~3~-Y747A integrins with a NPXY point mutation do have a spatial density gradient similar to WT integrins but do not have a mobility modulation ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The spatial gradient is significant between −20 and +70 s; black \> blue \> green \> magenta. LP, asterisk, and bands as in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Nine cells for α~v~β~3~-717Δ, 10 for α~v~β~3~-724Δ, and 4 for α~v~β~3~-Y747A.](1561fig5){#F5}

We next investigated an integrin mutant that has a complete cytoplasmic tail but has a point mutation that inhibits binding to the NPXY domain and cannot bind talin, β~3~-Y747A ([@B4]). We found that β~3~-Y747A had spatiotemporal variations in density that were similar to (WT) β3 ([Figure 5e](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) but did not exhibit the mobility changes surrounding protrusion onset that were observed with (WT) β3 ([Figure 5f](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that the integrin density gradient and the change in density that initiate before protrusion onset require interaction with a site on the cytoplasmic tail outside of the NPXY domain, and these data further suggest that the NPXY is involved in regulating integrin mobility. Of importance, these data identify an underlying separation in the dynamic molecular positioning and speed before the initiation of a cellular event, suggesting that density and mobility regulation depend on interactions with different domains on the β-integrin cytoplasmic tail.

The finding of a separation between control of integrin position and speed is consistent with biochemical ([@B22]; [@B12]) and cross-variance analyses ([@B2]), which suggest that integrins assemble adhesions through a sequential series of molecular interactions. Because the NPXY domain appears to be necessary for mobility modulation, our data support both the model of kindlin binding to the β cytoplasmic tail before talin binding ([@B2]) and the model of α-actinin positioning integrin at the leading edge ([@B5]). Our studies also suggest that separating control of molecular position from speed may act as a functional mechanism to establish the order of molecular binding events to the cytoplasmic tail and integrin activation. Thus we have laid the foundation for future studies that use the dynamic modulation of molecular spatial and temporal behaviors to dissect the hierarchy of adhesion formation.

To our knowledge, our study is the first to identify characteristic transient changes in single-molecule organization and mobility that consistently precede a change in cell behavior. It is an important step toward using characteristic dynamic molecular patterns to understand cell behaviors such as the seemingly random variations in cell edge protrusion first observed almost a half-century ago ([@B1]). Earlier studies aimed at analyzing integrin behavior sampled molecular information too sparsely ([@B27]), lacked the spatial and temporal resolution to capture transient heterogeneities ([@B7]; [@B21]), or analyzed only a very small region of the cell ([@B25]). These limitations led to the current consensus model in which integrins outside of adhesion complexes undergo predominantly fast random diffusion that appears uniform across the cell surface ([@B9]; [@B34]; [@B27]). By characterizing the behavior of individual molecules within a spot that is at the limit of resolution of a conventional light microscope, our approach captures subtle dynamic characteristic variations in molecular organization and mobility linked to cellular behavior that would likely be disregarded as signal noise with other approaches. Moreover, by synchronizing spatial and temporal molecular behaviors with changes in cellular behavior, we identified an approach for dissecting sequential molecular interactions that generate a cellular output. Finally, although we demonstrated the usefulness of our approach using integrin transmembrane receptors, it is readily generalizable to any transmembrane receptor or similar signaling system, as well as to the reorganization of molecules within macromolecular assemblies, such as adhesion complexes and neurological and immunological synapses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Cell culture and transfection
-----------------------------

CHO-K1 cells (American Type Culture Collection \[ATCC\]) were grown in DMEM-F12 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Cells were transfected with DNA using a Nucleofector II and T kit (Lonza) transfection reagents following manufacturer's protocols. To verify coexpression of human integrin heterodimers for WT and mutants, cells were immunolabeled with an antibody specific for human α~v~β~3~ (clone LM609). All DNA was prepared using a Plasmid Midi Kit (Qiagen). Approximately 24 h after transfection, cells were trypsinized and replated on 25-mm-diameter \#1.5 RCA-1 cleaned cover glass that had been coated overnight with 5 μg/ml human plasma fibronectin. Cells were allowed to attach and spread for approximately 30 min prior to imaging. Coverslips were mounted into Attoflour cell chambers (Invitrogen) and maintained at 37°C in media containing 25 mM HEPES.

Multiscale light microscopy
---------------------------

Imaging was performed using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) illumination on an Olympus IX71 with a 60X 1.49 NA objective. The TIRF illumination consisted of three laser lines (405, 488, 561 nm) (Coherent) that were combined to yield a common beam diameter on a separate optics breadboard (Thor Labs). The combined beam was introduced into the TIRF illumination port of the microscope through free space. To stochastically excite a subpopulation of the mEos2 labeled molecules, a low level of 405-nm activation light (5 μW at the back aperture) was combined with the 561-nm excitation light (2.5 mW at the back aperture). Every 400th frame, or 10 s, the excitation light was switched using an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF; AA Opto-Electronic) to 488 nm (100 μW at the back aperture) to collect a single image of either unconjugated EGFP or Emerald-Paxillin ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These data were used to identify the cell edge (unconjugated EGFP) or adhesion complexes (Emerald-Paxillin) and create a context for the single-molecule data. All images were magnified to ×144 before being acquired with an Andor 897 electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera at an exposure time of 25 ms. The recorded image had a final magnification of 111 nm/pixel. Cells were imaged continuously for a minimum of 6 min and a maximum of 30 min. In all cases cells did not exhibit any deleterious effects due to imaging as indicated by normal cell morphology and motility at the end of the experiment.

Plasmid construction
--------------------

All photoactivatable fluorescent protein expression vectors were constructed using C1 and N1 (Clontech-style) cloning vectors. To generate the fusion constructs, an EGFP variant (mEmerald) was first used to characterize the localization of the protein target. The mEos2 fluorescent protein was amplified with a 5′ primer encoding an *Age*I site and a 3′ primer encoding a *Not*I site (N1) or a *Bsp*EI site (C1) for insertion into the appropriate cloning vector backbone. The resulting PCR products were sequentially digested, gel purified, and ligated into similarly treated EGFP-C1 and EGFP-N1 vector backbones, yielding mEos2-C1 and mEos2-N1 cloning vectors. Following sequence verification, the fusion vector and mEos2-C1 or mEos2-N1 were digested with the appropriate enzymes and ligated to produce the mEos2 expression vectors.

To construct the human alpha V integrin (NM_002210.4) fusion, the following primers were used to create a 25--amino acid linker separating the integrin from the fluorescent protein: *Kpn*I forward: GCG AGG TAC CTC GGC GAT GGC TTT TCC GCC GCG GCG ACG G*Age*I reverse: TCG CAC CGG TGG GGA TCC CGG GCC CGC GGT ACC GTC GAC TGC AGA ATT CGA AGC TTG AGC TCG AGA TCC CGG AGT TTC TGA GTT TCC TTC

The PCR product and mEmerald-N1 were digested with the appropriate enzymes, purified, and ligated to yield mEmerald-integrin-alpha-V-25.

The farnesyl expression vector was constructed using the 20--amino acid (KLNPPDESGPGCMSCKCVLS) farnesylation signal from c-Ha-Ras (NM_001130442.1). To produce the farnesyl fusion, pEGFP-farnesyl was sequentially digested with *Age*I and *Bsp*EI. The resulting product was purified and ligated to a similarly treated mEos2-C1 cloning vector to yield mEos2-farnesyl-5.

The chicken paxillin (NM_204984.1) protein contains an alternate splice site. We used a paxillin construct with T132S and M133L mutations, eliminating the Kozak sequence responsible for the splicing. To generate a 22--amino acid linker separating paxillin from the fluorescent protein, the following primers were used to amplify paxillin: *Nhe*I forward: GTC AGA TCC GCT AGC GCC ACC ATG GAC GAC CTC GAT GCC TTA CTG GCA GAC C*Bam*HI reverse: CCT ATG TAC GGA TCC GCG CTA CCA CTG GCT GCG CTT GCT CCA CCG CTG CTA CAG AAG AGT TTG AGA AAG CAG TTC TGA CAG TAG GGC TTG

The PCR product and mEmerald-N1 were digested, purified, and ligated to yield mEmerald-paxillin-22.

To construct the mouse talin1 (NM_011602.5) fusion, the following primers were used to amplify the N-terminal 4021 nucleotides of and create *Eco*RI and *Xma*I restriction sites: *Eco*RI forward: GAC GGT AGA ATT CTA GCC ACC ATG GTT GCG CTT TCG CTG AAG ATT AGC ATT GG*Xma*I reverse: TCC GTC ACT GCC CGG GCA GCC GCA GCC AGC TGA CTC TTG AGG TTG GGA GAA G

The resulting PCR product was ligated into a similarly cut mEmerald-N1 cloning vector. Next the following primers were used to amplify the C-terminal 3608 nucleotides of mouse talin1 and create *Xma*I and *Age*I restriction sites: *Xma*I forward: GAT TCA TCG CCC GGG CAG TGA CGG ACA GCA TCA ACC AGC TC*Age*I reverse: GGT GGC GAC CGG TGA TCG GGA CGC GGA GCC TGC GCC GGA CCC TTG CCC GGA CCC GGA CCC AGC GCC GTG CTC GTC TCG AAG CTC TGA AGG C

This PCR product was ligated into the mEmerald-N1 vector containing the *Eco*RI and *Xma*I insert, yielding a fusion of mEmerald and mouse talin1 separated by a 22--amino acid linker. This vector along with mEos2-N1 was digested using *Age*I and *Not*I and ligated to produce mEos2-Talin-22.

To verify localization, mEmerald and mEos2 fusion proteins were transfected in HeLa cells (CCL2 line; ATCC) using Effectene (QIAGEN) and ∼1 μg vector. Transfected cells were grown on coverslips in DMEM/F12, fixed after 48 h, and mounted with Gelvatol.

F2F diffusion analysis
----------------------

### Diffusion mode decomposition.

For two-dimensional diffusion, the distribution of square frame-to-frame displacements, *r*^2^, is ([@B35]) where *D* is the diffusion coefficient and *σ* is the localization precision. If there are multiple diffusion modes *N* with diffusion coefficients *D*~1~...*D~N~* and fractions *f*~1~...*f~N~*, then the distribution of square frame-to-frame displacements follows the superposition of the individual probabilities in Eq. 2:

To determine the number of diffusion modes in our data and the corresponding diffusion coefficients and fractions, Eq. 3 was fitted to the experimentally observed distribution of *r*^2^ in each cell (typically ∼900,000 points) with increasing values of *N* (1, 2, ...), and each fit was compared to the previous one using the *F*-test ([@B38]). The addition of modes was stopped when the *F*-test failed (*p*-value \> 0.05). As a negative control, monoexponential distributions with the same number of data points and average value as the experimental data were subjected to the decomposition analysis and overwhelmingly found only one mode (Supplemental Figure S2).

### Trajectory diffusion mode classification.

Diffusion mode dividers for trajectory classification into the four modes were determined via simulations. Specifically, 1000 trajectories in each of modes 1--4, at each trajectory lifetime (5--20 frames, in steps of 1 frame) and at each localization precision (0--55 nm, in steps of 5 nm) were simulated (a total of 1000 × 4 × 16 × 11 = 710,400 trajectories). From this, the diffusion coefficient value maximally distinguishing between adjacent modes for a given trajectory lifetime and localization precision was determined and taken as the "diffusion mode divider" (Supplemental Figure S2). Since the divider values plateaued at 15--20 frames, the dividers at 20 frames were used for trajectories longer than 20 frames. The ability to distinguish between adjacent modes ranged between 60 and 100%, increasing with trajectory length and improved localization precision (Supplemental Figure S2).

Cell edge detection and tracking
--------------------------------

The cell edge was detected using a combination of intensity value, intensity gradient (calculated via a steerable filter \[ [@B37]\]), and single-molecule density gradient information. The edge was then tracked as described previously ([@B3]).

Adhesion segmentation
---------------------

The paxillin images were first band-pass filtered to eliminate noise (Gaussian kernel sigma of 1 pixel) and then background subtracted (Gaussian kernel sigma of 10 pixels). The segmentation threshold was then taken as the 95th percentile of the band-pass-filtered intensity inside the cell mask and applied to the band-pass-filtered image. Segmented areas smaller than 10 pixels were discarded.

Mask division into edge activity-based sampling areas
-----------------------------------------------------

Mask division into sampling areas was achieved via a three-step process.

### Step 1: Initial 2 pixel × 2 pixel windows.

For all frames, the mask was divided into a series of 2-pixel strips, propagating from the cell edge to the cell interior. In the first frame, the cell edge was divided into 2-pixel segments. These segments were propagated from one frame to the next, using the cell edge frame-to-frame displacement vectors calculated via edge tracking (described above). The edge segments were combined with the first 2-pixel strip in each frame to generate windows at the cell edge for all frames. In each frame the windows were then propagated in space from one strip to the next, such that each window was associated with the edge segment closest to it.

To preserve window identity and distance from the edge, window length parallel to the cell edge could deviate from the target length of 2 pixels (the length perpendicular to the edge was fixed at 2 pixels). As a result, the windows could in some cases turn into virtual windows, which served the purpose of placeholders to maintain window identity ([@B23]; [@B33]). Nevertheless, we refer to these initial windows as 2 pixel × 2 pixel windows.

### Step 2: Characterization of edge activity.

Periods of protrusion, retraction, and pause were identified for each 2-pixel edge segment as follows: 1) Individual frame-to-frame displacements normal to the local cell edge with magnitude \>*σ*~edge~ (*σ*~edge~ = edge position SD = 1 pixel) were classified as protrusion if positive or retraction if negative. 2) A group of consecutive normal displacements with magnitude \>0.5 × *σ*~edge~ were classified as protrusion if all were positive or as retraction if all were negative, with the rationale that persistence compensated for smaller individual displacements. 3) Individual normal displacements with magnitude \<0.5 × *σ*~edge~ surrounded by displacements that were both classified as protrusion or both classified as retraction were given the classification of the surrounding displacements. 4) Normal displacements not satisfying conditions 1, 2, or 3 were classified as pause. Consecutive displacements of the same type were then grouped into periods of that movement type.

### Step 3: Final activity-based sampling areas.

The initial 2 pixel × 2 pixel windows were combined into larger sampling areas based on time and location relative to protrusion onset in the following ways. All fixed areas were sampled at all times.

*Protrusion onset location:* The fixed area of the windows in the first three 2-pixel strips sampled 0--0.667 μm from the cell edge at protrusion onset.

*Bands 2 and 3:* Bands 2 and 3 were generated by grouping, respectively, strips 4--6 and 7--9 at protrusion onset, that is, 0.667--1.332 and 1.332--2 μm from the cell edge at protrusion onset. Together, the protrusion onset location and bands 2 and 3 covered the lamellipodium (0--2 μm) of the cell at protrusion onset.

*Lamella:* The lamella band was generated by grouping strips 10--30, sampling 2--6.6 μm from the cell edge at protrusion onset.

Calculation of single-molecule properties in sampling windows per cell
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To increase sample size, areas within a cell with the same spatiotemporal relation to protrusion onset were grouped together. Areas prior to protrusion onset were grouped with no distinction between retraction and pause. Each event contributed a number of time points equal to its duration (e.g., a protrusion lasting 30 s would yield measurements at 0, 10, 20, and 30 s, while a retraction/pause lasting 20 s would yield measurements at --10 and --20 s). This grouping yielded a sample of molecule densities (sample size = number of 2 pixel × 2 pixel windows in group) and a sample of molecule diffusion coefficients (sample size = number of trajectories in group), from which the mean and SD of each property were calculated. Only measurements with sample size ≥5 were included in the calculation.

Combining single-molecule properties from multiple cells
--------------------------------------------------------

Measurements from multiple cells were combined as the weighted average and SD of individual cell measurements. The weight of each individual cell measurement was inversely proportional to its square SE (= variance/sample size). Only measurements with sample size ≥5 were included in the average.

To tackle cell-to-cell heterogeneity when averaging, the single-molecule properties in each cell were first normalized by their value at the time and location of protrusion onset. Consequently, the mean and SD of the normalized single-molecule property and the normalization constant were calculated across cells. The average single-molecule property from multiple cells was taken as the product of the two, and the associated SD was calculated via error propagation of their two SDs.

Special considerations for density calculation
----------------------------------------------

Windows in the first or last frame of a video had only a one-sided association with single-molecule trajectories. To compensate for this, single-molecule densities in these windows were multiplied by 2.
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EGFP

:   enhanced green fluorescent protein

F2F

:   frame-to-frame

LP

:   lamellipodium

MSS

:   momentum-scaling spectrum

PAFPs

:   photo­activatible fluorophores

PALM

:   photoactivation localization microscopy

sptPALM

:   single-particle tracking PALM

WT

:   wild type.

[^1]: ^†^These authors contributed equally.

[^2]: ^‡^Deceased.
